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Abstract 
Traditional courseware is lack of humanity. Proposes to use Agent technology achieve the humanized design in 
courseware. Microsoft Agent with its lively and clear human features has had a significant influence upon traditional 
human-computer interaction. This paper introduces the related technologies of Microsoft Agent, and discussed the 
realization of the principles and the design process of the Microsoft Agent in authorware . The paper gives the Agent 
script design structure, the human feedback of humanized courseware and the notes in the process. Microsoft Agent 
enhanced the expression and presentation effect of courseware by lively images of anthropomorphic expression, speech 
and action. 
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1. Introduction  
Agent definition does not have a unified and authoritative statement, but many experts on the Agent's 
definition has a common characteristic: Agent through perception, learning, reasoning and make to action. 
That is described intelligence. Agent has autonomy, adaptability, collaboration, and intelligence [1]. Agent 
technology is a hot spot in recent years, research in the field of artificial intelligence, and in many areas of 
computer science has been widely used [2]. Microsoft Agent (MS Agent) as the application of the Microsoft 
Company, it is with a strong interactive features, distinctive human characteristics, the beautiful unified user 
interface and simple programming method, the traditional human-computer interaction had a significant 
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impact. authorware courseware as a powerful design tool, provides a wealth of interactive response and 
program design features, but more rigid in the application interface. If we will have action, language, 
emotional wizard MS Agent animation applied to authorware, the courseware will enhance human 
performance [3, 4]. This paper discusses MS Agent and its application in authorware. 
2. Introduction of MS Agent 
MS Agent first appeared in office help, Microsoft calls "Office Assistant." The latest version is Agent 2.0, 
support for simplified Chinese, a great improvement than the previous version. Mainly in the following areas: 
Rich role of Agent, Ms Agent animation wizard known as the Agent role. Shown in Fig. 1, Agent role is 
with cartoon image. 
COM-based ActiveX control methods. Makes the MS Agent can be added to the use of common 
applications. Scripts can also be embedded into HTML documents for Internet / Intranet use. 
Rich action of role. Agent roles are lively, interesting movements and expressions of sensory actions, such 
as: listening, speaking, writing, happy, sad, goodbye, and so on. 
Strong voice. Agent role can not only speak, but also understand the user’s commands. For Agent role 
with voice synthesis feature, you must install the Lernout & Hauspie TruVoice Text-to-Speech Engine 
(completion of the work of synthesized speech from text). Currently Microsoft provides 8 adult speech output 
modes in English (American English). 

Figure 1.  Role˖Merlin, Robby, Genie and Peedy 
3. Using MS Agent in Authorware 
3.1 Principles 
MS Agent based on the COM foundation. COM is to construct a binary-compatible software specification. 
The COM’s internal object written in any language can be used to achieve the reusability of the binary level 
[5]. Clients can not directly access the object's internal data, but can read or set the object's properties by 
defining interfaces. Therefore, to use MS Agent in authorware, MS Agent must provide the component 
interface to access. MSAgent2.u32 is such a component interface. 
 
Figure 2.  Implementation Principle in Authorware about Agent 
Shown in Figure 2, MSAgent2.u32 defined set of functions to achieve access to the MS Agent. When 
using Agent, authorware first need to load MSAgent2.u32 as external plug-ins. Then you can call 
MSAgent2.u32’s functions in authorware. These functions by accessing the Agent SCM (Service Control 
Manager) to activate the Agent. 
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3.2 Prepare before Using MS Agent  
To use MS Agent in authorware, you must install the necessary drivers and external plug-in [6]: 
First, install MS Agent service driver MS Agent 2.0. 
Next, download Agent Wizard and install the required files (acs), such as Merlin.acs and so on. 
Last, load external plug MSAgent2.u32 in authorware, and import its internal function. 
3.3 Using Agent Process in Authorware 
The process to use Agent by using the calculate icon. Reference internal functions in MSAgent2.u32 to 
access MS Agent. The entire process shown in Fig. 3, first load Agent character and display role, then call the 
Agent role to operate the relevant action, finally terminate and release the Agent role. 

Figure 3.  Use Agent Process in Authorware 
Relevant action in Call Agent should pay attention: the role of each Agent's action is the same. Small part 
of the action has some differences. The role‘s Agent action can be divided into two categories. One is simple 
action. More of these actions can be further divided into head, eyes, ears, mouth, hand movements and other 
sensory action. The performance of such action is instantaneous. The other is the cycle of action; the 
performance of such action is cyclic, stop until after the Agent role receives the stop command. Main actions 
are listed in Table 1. 
TABLE I.  LIST OF MAIN ACTIONS 
Action 1 Action 2 
Acknowledge Alert 
Announce Blink 
Confused Congratulate 
Decline DoMagic1 
DoMagic2 DontRecognize 
Explain GestureDown 
LookDownBlink LookUp 
LookUp Processing 
Read Sad 
Search Searching 
Uncertain Pleased 
Suggest Surprised 
wave Write 
Load and Display Agent
Operate Agent role 
Hide or Unload Agent 
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4. Design and implementation of Humanized Courseware 
4.1 script Design of Humanized Courseware 
So-called "Human" is to use behavior, facial expressions, and verbal to achieve feedback. When design 
the script, the Agent Wizard independent human interaction script should be designed. Table 2 shows the four 
factors that must be considered: module, trigger condition, wizard’s feedback and wizard’s action. 
Courseware module is the module distribution. Agent trigger condition is triggered when the action or 
interaction terms. Wizard’s feedback is the text feedback when the trigger condition is met. wizard’s action is 
the action when the trigger condition is met. 
TABLE II.  AGENT SCRIPT DESIGN OF HUMANIZED COURSEWARE 
Module Trigger Condition Wizard’s Feedback Wizard’s Action 
Start Start None Greet 
Practice 
correct answer correct Pleased 
Wrong answer Wrong Sad 
Summary 
Zf>=80 Very good Surprised 
Zf>=60 Well Congratulate 
Zf>=30 also better Pleased 
Zf<30 Too bad Sad 
End Exit None Wave 
4.2 Structure relization of Humanized courseware  
When design courseware based on MS Agent in authorware , interaction condition should be designed to 
trigger MS Agent character. The author achieves the humanized feedback design using MS Agent. Figure 4 is 
shown in Table 2 summarizes the actual structure of human feedback in practice module. 

Figure 4.  Implementation Structure of Humanized Feedback in Courseware 
Feedback structure of the human use in Authorware is divided into three parts. 
Part I: load, display Agent.  
-- Load Agent Merlin 
Id: = maLoad ("Merlin.acs") 
-- Display in a specific location 
maShow (Id, 500,100,0,0) 
Part II: Operation Agent.  
Agent interaction achieved by the different conditions of expression and language. For example, the icon’s 
code in the calculation of the branch "zf> = 80": 
-- " Surprised " face action 
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maPlay (Id, "Surprised") 
-- Let the wizard talk 
maSPeak (Id, "really good!")  
The icon’s code in the calculation of the branch "zf <30": 
-- "sad" face action 
maPlay (Id, "sad") 
-- Let the wizard talk 
maSpeak (Id, "too bad!")  
Part III: Uninstalling Agent. 
-- Uninstall Agent 
maRemove (Id)  
4.3 Design effect of humanized courseware 
The author used humanized structure in the production of courseware as shown in Figure 4. On each 
practice, Use Agent mobile and hand movements to guide the user. Remind the user what to do next. When 
the exercises done, the system will give two different feedbacks about correct answer and wrong answer. 
When done all the exercises, the system calculate the correct rate and to show different facial expressions 
through the Agent with different actions and feedbacks. The effect is shown in Figure 5. Virtual characters 
with facial expressions, voice, and motor function will evaluate display information, make the feedback more 
vivid. 
 
Figure 5.  Implementation Effect of Humanized Courseware 
The contents of the Agent feedback must be add during the script design in humanized courseware. Use 
custom variable expression to build trigger conditions. Use condition interaction in authorware to capture the 
trigger conditions [7]. Call the corresponding text, movement and voice of Agent in the interactive process for 
human expression. 
4.4 Caution 
Agent used in authorware courseware will enhance human performance. there are some issues require 
attention. The following is the author’s summary. 
Different wizard can be loaded with different id tag at the same time in authorware. The same wizard can 
not be loaded repeat, repeat load after the wizard is unloaded. 
Wizard can express more than one single simple action, According to the order set in sequence. The 
performance of each action requires a certain amount of time and will automatically end. 
The single cycle action would loop until encounter mastopall (id). (In order to show the looping action, the 
waiting icon can be added to in authorware) 
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The wizard can not set multiple cycle action. If more than one, the wizard will perform in accordance with 
the first cycle of action. 
Multiple simple actions can concurrent at the same time [8]. 
Multiple cycle actions can concurrent, use mastopall (id) to control. 
5. Conclusion 
MS Agent can load a number of cartoon characters. Each character has its own movements and 
expressions. Traditional courseware only has the simple buttons and text to feedback. The author put forward 
a realization of Humanized Courseware by ms agent in authorware. Design the structure of feedback script 
and realization. List the Notes on Ms Agent in authorware applications. Virtual-Agent wizard character 
through vivid, lively images, anthropomorphic expression, movement and speech greatly enhance the 
attractiveness of courseware and improve courseware presentations. Humanized courseware as a new bright 
spot will bring new development. 
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